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Have you been to Walt Disney World???
What is it that makes it so magical??



Where we came from at IVCC
In 2007, one of our Strategic Goals was to “Grow and 
nurture the resources needed to provide quality 
programs and services.”
Objective #1 was to “Improve service excellence across 
the college ”the college.
So the Service Excellence Team was developed with 
representation of administration, faculty, and staff.
First in-service presentation in Spring 2008
Follow-up presentation in Fall of 2008



Birth of the Book Group
Wanted a way to offer the opportunity to discuss 
service excellence in smaller groups
Chose “Inside the Magic Kingdom” by Tom Connellan

E dEasy to read
Fun topic
Inexpensive book ($17 on Amazon.com)
Interest in the subject

Began Spring 2008



Spring 2008
Group of 12 participants

5 administrators
1 faculty
6 staff6 staff

One hour per week for 7 weeks
Reading “assignments” and discussion questions
Provide summaries
Disney student intern
Invited the President at the end of the group to     
share ideas and suggestions



Summer 2008
All Cabinet-level administrators read the book
Books distributed in June
General discussion in July
Some suggestions submitted in July/August
Listing brought in September
2 selected for implementation for fall
Led to selection of “Give ‘em the Pickle” for                
the next year



Fall 2008
Second book group began
8 weeks instead of 7
More detailed questions to supplement general 

iquestions
Moved to the afternoon to accommodate faculty
8 participants

0 faculty
0 administrators (all read in summer)
8 staff



Spring 2009
“Creating a Service Culture” credit class offered for 
past 6 years to employees—needed an update
Utilized Advanced Connections from Noel Lovitz
E h d d i li d i h “I id hEnhanced and re-vitalized course using the “Inside the 
Magic Kingdom” book.
9 staff participants
One participant took the class previously, but       
heard we were using the Disney book so she         
signed up again.



It i fi ti l t b dIt is a fictional story based 
on real examples and 
events, supplemented by 
the author’s seven key 
lessons to be learned from 
the Disney organization.



Lesson #1--The competition is anyone 
the customer compares you with.
“If someone else satisfies customers better than  
you, no matter what type of business, you 
suffer by comparison.”

page 21

Ask the question:
“Recall a situation where you were very 
impressed with the level of service you 
received. How did it raise your expectations of 
other companies?”

page 183



Lesson #1—What we have found….

•Often in education we only compare 
ourselves to others “like us”
•Education is becoming more global—there 
is more competition than everp
•We are also being compared to 
businesses—even though we are not one!
The customer has evolved—they know what 
excellent service is and they expect it
May drop out or not enroll due to customer 
service



Delivery people ran the schools
Roadies ran the airports
Firefighters ran congress
Then we asked:Then we asked:
What if Ebay ran our online registration system? 
What if Uptown Grill (a local restaurant    
known for great service) ran our bookstore?
What if Disney ran our orientation? 
What if…exercises got us thinking outside the box without 
pointing fingers.



Lesson #2—Pay fantastic 
attention to detail 





Lesson #2—What we have found….

•We can’t do it like Disney…we don’t have the 
money BUT we can pay more attention to 
detail in our offices
•How we dress is attention to detail—itHow we dress is attention to detail it 
impacts how we act and how we are 
perceived
•We need to invest in first impressions—
front door, parking lots,  and a lack of 
consistency in procedures.



Lesson #3—Everyone walks the talk



Lesson #3—Everyone walks the talk

•Concept of being “aggressively 
friendly”
•“Emerson said it so eloquently: “What q y
you do thunders above your head so 
loudly, I cannot hear the words you 
speak.” page 51
•Pixie dust and the commitment to 
quality no matter where you go! Great 
example of building a culture.



Lesson #3—What we have found….

•Managers or CEO’s also need to walk 
the talk—go to trainings, provide 
service excellence. Actions speak louder 
than wordsthan words. 
•Everyone look around and keep the 
place clean
•Everyone smile and say hello to 
students
•Everyone needs to live and 
demonstrate our Core Values every day



Lesson #4—Everything walks the talk



Lesson #4—What we have found….

•Key is to make people comfortable and 
make service easy, while still making them 
responsible for the learning.
•We expect students to know the process but 
it is not an apparent process. Even the DMV pp p
tells you where to go next. We miss the 
students afraid to ask.
•We need to make our policies and 
procedures “walk the talk” of our Core Values

•Activity—addressed lessons 3 and 4 
broke out each of our core values and 
asked “what would it look like if we were 
walking the talk of RESPECT?”



Lesson #5—Customers are best 
heard through many ears.
“It’s crucial to do surveys, but it’s equally 
important to use other sources that also tell you 
how you’re doing.” page 74how you re doing. page 74

“If you overlook information from employees, you 
overlook probably the most valuable source of 
information you have.” page 80



Lesson #5—What we have found….
•We put on our ears, but we don’t always 
listen or have the ability to act on it
•Need to be empowered to act/serve. Loses 
its effectiveness if we can’t do this
•How do those surveyed actually know if we•How do those surveyed actually know if we 
do listen—could we do a “we listened” sign 
and list the top 5 concerns from a recent 
survey (CCSSE for example) and list how we 
are addressing it
•We often over-survey—need to come up 
with new ways to “put on our ear”



Lesson #6—Reward, Recognize,
& Celebrate

•3 positives to 1 negative
•10 dimes in your pockety p
•Economic vs. psychological income 
(p. 97)
•“Employees treat customers the 
way they get treated” p. 96



Lesson #6—What we have found….
•What happens if you recognize everyone for 
everything and not just “exceptional service”?

What is rewarding to one person isn’t rewarding 
to others
Loses its meaning if too much or not followed 
through on

•What did you think about the concept of economic 
income and psychological income?

Some people say psychological is more 
important
PT benefits and perks are psychological income, 
even though they are also economic. Shows the 
institution cares



Lesson #7—Xvxryonx makxs a 
diffxrxncx (Everyone makes a 
difference)

•“To achieve good teamwork and o ac e e good tea o a d
optimize customer loyalty, you have to 
break down the silos.” p. 107
•Every person has a role—and they are 
all equally important to the overall 
experience



Lesson #7—What we have found….
•Need to remind ourselves of this—use it to help 
motivate
•Your attitude makes a huge difference
•We need to remember that every dept. has a piece—
we forget the importance of each departmentswe forget the importance of each departments
•Activity:

•Tell us what your department does and why it is 
important to the college.
•Select another department and tell us  why         
you think it is important to the  college



Has this project sent us 
speeding towards service 
excellence?



How has it made a difference?
Targeted goals by Cabinet

Take 5 to Recognize
Increase use of recognition tools: Monthly emails to be sent 
out reminding staff of the different recognition tools
Possible use of “Give ‘em the Pickle” for our next initiative
U f i i l d i l b k f N E lUse of principles and optional book for New Employee 
Orientation

Specific lists to President from each group
Each group sends a list to the President and 
invites him in for discussion questions
Memo to President for inclusion in Board of Trustees 
meeting



How has it made a difference?
“I find myself thinking twice before greeting people in 
person and on the phone.  I think I was always pretty 
decent about the customer service routine but now I 
do double check myself constantly.  I think the group 
was very helpful and interesting.”
“I realized that one size does not fit all for service.”
“The book's story-based approach motivated me to 
read the book from cover to cover to see just how the 
story ended.   (At on point, I felt as if the 
book's training group could be in a sitcom 
similar to Gilligan's Island.)”



How has it made a difference?
“For me the book "Inside the Magic Kingdom" was an 
affirmation of a message I keep coming across in 
professional workshops, seminars and conferences in 
addition to books and just life; and that is,  if we put forth 
that one extra degree, that one extra ounce of effort in any 
arena, work and personally, we all know we can make the 
world ours and those whose paths we cross a better placeworld, ours and those whose paths we cross, a better place. 
That extra degree and effort includes and must include 
mutual respect, caring, compassion and service to others. 
So for me, again, it was a building of what I 
continue to learn in my life's journey. It doesn't 
mean I live it 24/7 but I aspire to do better with 
those reminders.”



How has it made a difference?
What I took away from our discussions is that our 
competition is everyone, not just other community 
colleges.  When people experience good customer 
service somewhere, that becomes their standard and it 
becomes the bar we need to reach Upon reading thebecomes the bar we need to reach.  Upon reading the 
book, I was more cognizant of the people who stopped 
by my office and who called on the phone.  While I 
always try to offer good customer service, the
book brought it to the forefront for me.  Just 
being more aware made me do a better job, I think.



http://www.mickey-mouse.com/mickeyclipartmain.htm
http://clipart.disneysites.com/index.php
“Inside the Magic Kingdom” by Tom Connellan—quotes 
and ideas/lessons
Information from book groups, classes, and participants
Sprint commercials from YouTube
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